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We construct an invariant for closed, oriented three-manifolds from the Kontsevich inte

gral Z, which includes Lescop's generalization of the Casson- \Nalker invariant. Combining

this result and a formula for computing the Kontsevich integral in [17] 1 we can compute

the easson-Walker invariant combinatorially in terms of q-tangles (non-associative tan

gles in [3]). To get a three-n1anifold invariant, we ilnpose the following three-term (3T)

relation to the space of chord diagrams.

(3T relation).

In this relation, dotted lines present chords allel the threc chorel diagrams are identical

except within discs where they are a.s above.

The Kontsevich integral Z has values in thc space A of chord diagrams subject to

thc four-term relation [13, 2, 17]. We know that a threc-lnanifold is obtained by the

surgery on a non-orientcd framed link in 53 [22]. Oriellted three-1l1anifolds obtained

from two links are homeomorphic if Olle of the links are obtained from the other by a

sequencc of Kirby movcs givell in Figure 2 [12]. Fran1ings of the links are given by the

blackboard framings and the part of L~ in L' parallel to L2 is actually parallel on thc

blackboard. We construct a three-manifold invariant by taking Kirby move invariant part
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from the Kontsevich integral 2j of oriented framed links constructed in [17]. We modify

2j so that it has a good property with respect to the KU Illoves. Let 1I = Z j(U)-I,

where U is the Morse knot given in Figurc. This is the factor introduced in [2, 17]

to normalize the effect of maximal and minilnal points. For an P-colnponent link L, let

Zj(L) = Zj(L)#(v, v,'" ,1/). This means that we connect-sum 1I to each string of Zj(L).

We take a certain quotient .A of A so that the ilnage of Zj (L) is stable under the KII

moves. Let A'(L) denote this inlage of Zj(L). Our construction of A/(L) is compatible

with the structure of the category of the ribbon Hopf algebra in [26) and so A/(L) factors

the Jones-Witten invariant in [23, 26] without the nornlalization factor for the KI moves.

vVe will write detail of the related facts elsewhere.

FIGURE 1. Thc diagranl U.

(1<1)

(KU)

---~[/;-===L~ ""// L2

,....""

---/'\:---

FIGURE 2. Kirby fi10ves

In this paper we study A/(L) modulo one more relation (stahle equivalence, see Defini

tion) concretely, and we show that it consists of thc order of thc first homology group anel

the easson invariant. For a Z/rtE-homology 3-sphcre (r : odd prime), we already know

that the Jones-Witten invariant [11,28] dominatc the Casson-Walkcr invariant [24). The

elelnent Zj( L) in A dODlinates both the Jones- 'vVitten invariant and the Casson invariant.

However, we still don't know a relation between thenl for general three-manifolds.

The main results (contents of Section 1) are announced in [14].
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1. MODIFICATION OF THE UNIVERSAL VASSILIEV-I(ONTSEVICH INVARIANT FOR

THREE-MANIFOLDS

vVe use notations in [17, 19]. Let C be a chord diagram with a distinguished string 5,

and let k be the number of end points of chords on 5. Let ~(C) denote the surn of 2k

diagrams obtained by adding astring parallel to sand changing each point on 5 as in

Figure 3. Note that this is different to the coprocluct introduced in [2].

1--------- Ä 11-------- + 11---------

FIGURE 3. Parallel of a chorcl diagraIn

Proposition 1. Let Land L' be two links as in the [(JJ 'lnove in Figure 2. Let Z j( L) =

LX:chord Cx X. Then Zj(L') = ~X:chord CX X', where X' is obtai71ed from X as in Figure
diagram diagram

4.

This is proved in Section 2.

Let AU) denote the Clinear space spanned by the chord diagrarns on a disjoint union

of e51 's subject to the four-ternl relation. We acid two types of relations to A(l). The

first one is for orientations of strings. Let D be a chord diagram a.nd let D' the chord

diagrarn obtained by changing the orientation of astring S of D. Then we impose D' !"'V

(_I)e(.'l) D, where e(s) denotes the nUlnber of end points on 5. 'vVe call this the orientation

independence relation. The second relation is for the I<II Inove given in Figure 5. We call
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I1 1
! 1 I I t I

I I I

X - - - ] """---------
X'

Zf(L') = LX:chordCX X'
diagram

FIGURE 4. Difference of Zf by the sccondKirby n10ve

it the KII relation of chord diagrams. Let

A(t) = A(t) j(Orientation independence relatioIl,KII relation) ,

and let A/(L) be the imageof Zf(L) in A(() for an f-component link L.

11 1
111111
I I I

FIG URE 5. Relation for second Kirby moves

Proposition 1/. A/(L) 1S invariant under [(lI 'moves and orienlation change 01 any

component.

We normalize a low degrce part of A/(L) for thc Kl t110VCS.

Definition. Two elen1ents D, D' in A(() is called stably equivalent if D U 8 u ... u 8 =

D' u 8 u ... u 8 in A(l+k) for same k ~ 0, whcre 8 denotcs thc chord diagram on a circle

with one chord. Let A~e) denote the set of stable cquivalence classes of AU~).

Proposition 2. Äll
) is a two-dimensional vecto'r space with basis {8 U 8 U· .. u 8,82 U

8 u· .. U 8} J where 8 2 denotes the chord diagrarn on a cirele with two chords as in Pigure

6.

o 8----- 8 2 n\J U
FIGURE 6. 8 and 8 2
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I~

This is proved in Section 3.
-(l ) -(l )

For two elements DI E Al 1 and Dz E Al 2 , let D1 Dz be the image of DI U Dz E

AYl +~). For (I' (2 ;::: 1, .A~ll) and A~~) are isonlorphic hy identifying the corresponding

basis. Let Aioo) be the space spanned b1' 90 anel 91 which correspond to e U e u ... u e
and 8 2 U e u ... u e respectively and we ielentit1' .A~l) with .A~oo). Then A~oo) has two

dimensional algebra structurc with multiplication givcn by the disjoint union, which is

given b1' 909o = 90' 9091 = 91 90 = 91' and 91 91 = 0. Note that Co 90 + CI 91 E A~oo)

is invertible if anel onl1' if Co =J. 0. Let A~ (L) denote the illlage of A'( L) in .A~oo). Then,

for trivial knots 00±1 with ±l framings, we havc A~ (00+1) = ~ 90 + ~ 91' and A; (oo_d =
-~ 90 + ~ 91' Hence A; (oo±l) is invertible and wc can lnodif1' A; (L) for the KI moves as

in tbe case of the Jones-Witten invariant. Let (J"+(L) (resp. (J" _ (L)) elenote the number of

positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues of the linking matrix ßL of L, and Jet

Let A1,0(L) and 1\1,I(L) be the coefficients of A1(L) with respect to 90 and 91' i.e.

For a framed link Land the corresponding three-Ina.nifold M 1J , wc havc the following.

Theorem 1. Al (L) is a topological invariant oJ the th'1'ee-1naniJold ML .

Theorem 2. (1) A1,0(L) = IH1(ML )1, the order oJ the first homology group 01 ML if

bt(ML ) = 0, and 0 if b1(A1L ) > 0, where b1(ML ) is the first Belli nu'mber of ML .

(2) A1,I(L) = -3.\(ML ), where .\(i\1L ) is twice Lescop's gene1'alization [21) ofthe Casson

~Valker invariant (Walkc1"s n01'1nalizeation) A(J\tlL ) [1,27] saiisfying ~(ML) = IH1(A1L)1 X

A(ML ) if b1(ML ) = 0.

Theorell1 1 is a direct consequence of our construction of AI. To prove Theorem 2, we

use the fourth author's diagonalizing lemma giVCIl in [25, Corollar1' 2.5] and [24, Lemma

2.2]. According to the diagonalizing lelnma, we cau restrict our attention to algebraicall1'

split links, for which we can prove (1). See Section 4 for detail. To prove (2), adding to

the diagonalizing lemma, we use Dehn surgery formula obtained in [10) and [21] which

expresses the Casson-Walker invariant in tenns of linking numbcrs anel coefficients of the

Conway polynomial [21]. For algebraicall1' split links, this fonnula is rather simple and

we can compare directl1' our invariant and their formula.. Then we get (2). For detail, see

Sections 5 and 6.
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2. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.

We prepare several lemmas. Suppose X is a one-dilnensional oriented manifold whose

components are numbered. A Ch01'd diagram with support X is a set consisting of a

finite nUlnbcr of unordered pairs of distinct non-boundary points 011 X, regarded up to

orientation and component preserving homcomorphislns. We view cach pair of points as

a chord on X anel represent it as a dashed line connecting the two points. Let A(X) be

the vector space over C spanned by all chord diagranls with support X, subject ta the

well-known 4-term relation (see, for example, (2, 17)). The vector space A(X) is graded

by the number of chords, and, abusing notation, we use the same A(X) for the completion

of this vectar space with respcct to this grading. When X is n nunlbered lines, A(X) is

denoted by Pn . All the Pn are algcbras: thc product of two chord diagrams D 1 and D 2

is obtained by placing D1 on top of D2 • The algebra Pj is comlnutativc [2, 13].

We recall the associator cI> E P3 in [16, 17], which is equal to Zj( 1/1 ), where 1/1
presents the trivial q-tangle on three strings with brackets (*(**)) at the top anel ((**)*)

at the bottom. This associator corresponds to the associator of quasi-Hopf algebras in

[5, 6] and is also studied in [3]. For P = (PI' "', Pg ), g(p) = 9 is the length of p, and

IPI = PI +P2 + ... + Pg · For p and r with thc salne length g, p "2 r Ineans Pi "2 ri' P > r

means Pi > ri' P > 0 Dleans Pi > 0, and p 2: 0 11leans Pi 2: 0 for 1 ~ i ~ g. Let

(2.1 )

and

(2.2) T(Pl' ql"" ,Pn, qn) = ((1, ... ,1, ql + 1,1, ... ,1, q2 + 1, ... ,qn + 1).

-------- --------Pl-l P2- t

~ ..

Then 1 as described at the end of [16],

00

(2.3) <I> = 1 + 2: L 2: (-1 )Iql T(Pll ql' ... 'Pg' qg) X
k;2 g> 1 p>o, q>o,

- Ipl+lql;k,
g(p);g(q);g

L (-l)lrldr (~~) (:~)) ßlsIAP1-rlBqj-"1 ... APg-rgBqg-"gAlrl,
g(r);g(s);g, 1;1 1 1

O$r$p, O$s$q

where A (resp. B) denotes the chord connecting the first and second (resp. the second

and third) strings.
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Proof 01 Proposition 1. Let 00---- denotc Cl ~-~----- + C21 ~----- , where

Ci = 1 (resp. -1) if the i-th string is oriented downward (resp. upward). Then, for any

X E Pz, we have

(2.4) Lx] - rn----W---- - W .
This is a special case of Lelnma 2.1 in [19]. Let fl l be a I11apping from P3 to P4 applying ~

to thc fitt st irrT Pet E = ( n ) , u = Q]; ! , c = W j j ,ß = j j H
and ß' = !-i ~ ~ . Note that Ea = Ea' anel Eß = Eß'· For X E P3 , we have

(2.5)

By applying (2.4) with X = a' anel X = ß' to each end point on the first string of X, we

get these formulas. Since W~ = CI I ~ ~ J + C2 f -1 ,we have

(2.6) 'ß' ß' Ia = 0'.

"\Te use the above expression for <P. Then, in ß,(<p), ~1(A) = -Q' alld fll(B) = ß. By

(2.5) anel (2.6), we have E ßls) a P1 - rl ßC/I-~l ... QPg-r g ßC/g-Sg a lrl = E a /lp1 ß /1ql . Hence

(2.7) E~I(<I»=E+

f= 2: 2: r(Pl' q,,' .. , Pg' qg) 2: (-1 )Ipl (-1 )Iql (-1 )1<1 dr (~~) (:~)) E a
dpl

ß
/1ql

.
k=z g2:::1 p>O, q>O, g(r)=g(s)=g, t=l t 1

Ipl+lql=k, O<r<p, O<s<q
g(p )=g(q)=g - - --

However, we know that L~:=O(-lti (~~) = 0 for Pi > O. Therefore, all the terms except
I

the first one of the right hand siele of the above expression for <I> vanish anel so we get

(2.7)

Recall that v is an eleruent in p z such that V-I = ZJ( ru ). By the remark at the

nd cf Seuon 5 in 119 , we inve w In. I) = 4Jn ad/ IEU )1 1) =

c::QLJ for sorne a and b such that ab = 6(//) (1/-1 0/F'). Hence, by (2.7) and its

opposi te version, we get

(2.8)
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~-A-rttN)l=tst±
As q-tangles,~ =~ and ~) = =g= where the brackets

are a.s (((**)*)*). On the othcr hand, ZJ is obta.ined fronl ZJ by adding V I / 2 at cach

maxima and I nimal point heu c,wm (Z, ,wcf 7 ( 1:) = i f ~,
Z ( N) = ;6 b ,herewre, th d ffer nee of Z/ and Z is giveu

as in Figure 7. Hence, by adding extra v's to each component to get ZJ and using

ab = ~(v) (v- l ® V-I), we get Proposition 1. D

I I I
I I I I I I
I I I

ZJ( L) = L.x::chord Cx X
dIagram

X'

FIGURE 7. Difference of ZJ by the second Kirby TIl0Ve

3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

We extend the notion of chorcl diagrams as in [2]. Let

I ,

I I

L T I

----L....-

I
I
I

I I

......L........

From this definition, thc order of the edges at thc branch point has mcaning and we have

I I
L., I

r+.J
L-j

----L....-

I I

I I

LT.J

----L....-

(Flipping relation).

Then, according to the four-term relations, this element with a bra.nch point on chords is

well-defined in the space spanned by chord diagraIns with the four-tenn relations. From

the four-term relation, we have the following relation, which is called the IJIX relation in

[2].
I I

~---~ +
I I
I I

From the IHX anel flip relations, we have

=0 (I HX relation).

1 f"~"

2 _~~~_
(triangle reduction fornlula).
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Let A(O) denote the space spanned by chord diagrams with branch points subject to the

IBX relation, anel let A~O) clenote the stably equivalent classes of chord diagrams without

strings subject to the KU relation and the orientation indcpendence relation.

By using the KU relation and the orientation independence relation, we get several

useful relations. From the orientation independence relation, we have

0-- =0 (1 vanishing formula),

i.e. if a chorcl diagram has astring without any end point of a. chord; then it is equal to
r--, r--,

o in jt(!). Next, from the KU relation for chord diagralTIS, we have 0 0 = c=o +
r--, r--,
cg and so cg = O. Hence, in .A~t) 1 we get

o U (ut-1e) = 0 (0 vanishing formula).
I I I 1

Sim a I;, weav ) 2] = 6 + =6 +2 =ö + terms equal to 0 by
I I

Ir, I'"

the 0 and 1 vanishing fornlulas. Bence we have =0 + 2 0) = O. This Ineans

that in Ä(!), ,
-0- 1

2
o (pllshout formula).

I I I

I I I

We derive another irnportant relation: ) 0
: ' I I I :

I I I I=0 + terms equal to O. Hence we have ::0 +
, , ,

using the pushout formula, we get: : u 8 + r ~...l U 8 +
I ,

I

(31' relation).

This relation is called the three-tei1n (ST) relaUoH. Fr0I11 3T relation, we get following

two relations.

t
I

I I

-l---L-

1

2

I I

L_...l

r-,
.....I.........

(two legs reduction),

h j = :: (three legs reduction).

t\10reover, for two chord diagrallls D1, Dz E .Ä.~O), we have

(connectccl sunl forrnula),

where D 1#Dz denote the cOIlnccted SUlll of two diagl'alllS at chords. D 1#Dz is also the

connected surn at the same chords, but Dz is attached to f)l differently as in Figure 8.
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EtJ ~G
D1 UD2

11 I

... 111

k ehol'ds

FIGURE 8. Connected sunl of two chol'd diagra,nls without strings.

Jn the above, we get thc 3T relation and thc °vanishing fornlula frOln thc KU relation

for the chord diagrams. Conversely, we have the following.

Le 111ma 1. Th e J(IJ relation cornes fl'om fh e J[/X, ST, O1'i entatin 11 independence rela

tions, and the 0 vanishing formula, i.e .

.A~t) = A(t) /( 3T relation, orientation indcpendence relation, 0 vanishing fOl'mula) .

" .
!fIlii

~
Proof. We show)U =~ by an induction on k. For k = 0, this formula is

trivially satisfied. For k = 1, this formula is satisfied by the °vanishing formula. For

k = 2, this formula comes from thc °and 1 vanishing fonnulas, where the 1 vanishing

formula is a conscquence of thc orientation independence relation. For k > 2, we recltlce

it to thc case for fewer ehords by using the two a.lld thl'ee legs l'cductions. D

By using the above relations, we get the following lelTIllla.

Len1ma 2. The space .A~t) is spanned by

{D U (Ut 8) I D : connected chord diagram in A(O) wilh /ess than fhree branch points}.

Proof. Ey using the two anel three legs rec!tlction (anel 0, 1 vanishing formlIla), we can

reduce any chord diagram to a linear combination of chorel c1iagranls such that any of its

strings has just two end points of ehords. Then, by llsing the pushout formula for these

diagrams, we get a linear combination of chord diagralTIs of the form D u (Ul 8), where

D is a chord diagrarn without astring. Hefe, by using the conneeted surn forrnula, we

reduce D to a sealal' lTIultiple of a connected diagl'arn.

Let f) denote the diagrain :: . By using the 3T relation, we can reduce a connected
I.,.J

ehord diagram with 2d branch points to a scalar 1l1ultiple of a connected sum of d B's.

Now we assurne that D has 2d braneh points with cl > 1 and show that D vanishes in

A~t). By the above argulllcnt, we rnay assulne that D is a conneeted SUlTI of d f)'s, and,
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nloreover, we may assulne that D has apart gi yen by

have

r, r, . Froll the 3T relation we_L-'L-'_ ,

(3.1 )

By using this, we have

I
I I

I

2 I + L_-' I O.L~, =I I r-,
_ L_-'_ _L_-' _ ---'-'-

and _~~~ __ = 1/2 _~~~~_ by the triangle redllction forrnllla, we have 5/4 _~~~~_ = 0,

and so r , r , = O. D
_L-IL-'_

P1'oof 01 Proposition 2. For a chorcl diagram J) E .Ail ) , let deg( D) be

deg(D) = (number af branch points anel end points of D)/2 - l,

and we call it the degree 01 D. All relations to define .AY) are hOlnogeneous with respect

ta this degree. Lemma 2 shows that the degree 0 and 1 parts of Ail ) are both at most

I-dimensional and other parts are all O-diluensional. Therefore, it is enough to show that

the elelTIents ul 8 and 8 2 U(U l
-

18) da not vanish. To do this, we list up all thc non

zero chord diagrams of degree 0 and 1 in .Ail ) and show that thcy are reduced uniquely

to scalar multiples of u l 8 and 8 2 U (Ul - I 8) by the IHX, 3T, arientaLion independence

relations and 0 vanishing formula. We write down exactly all such non-zero diagrams as

scalar multiples of ul 8 anel 8 2 U(U l - 18), and check that all thc relations are com patible

wi th these elements.

Non-zero diagrams of degree 0 are disjoint union of chorcl diagrams with several COlTI

ponents connected by chords as a chain in Figurc 9. '.['hen we have

(3.2)

(3.3)

Hence, for a diagraITI D E .Ai')of degree 0 with j disjoint chains, D = (-2)-(l-j) (Ut 8).
Non-zero diagrams of degree 1 are disjoint union of Ol1e C0I11pOnent of degrce 1 and

(zero or some) D(k) 'so Non-zero connected eliagralus of clegrce 1 are D~l,~), D1kl ,k2 ) allel

D~l'k2,k3) in Figure 9. Then we have

Dr:1 ,k2 ) = 1/(_2)k 1+k2 8 2 U (Ukl +k2 8) ,

Dikl'k2 ) = 1/( _2)k\+k2-1 8 2 U (Ukl+k28) ,

D~t,k2,k3) = ±3 (_2)-(k\+k2+k3 +2) 8
2

U (Uk1+~+k3+18) .

So, combining (3.2) and (3.3), we get expressiolls for all thc non-vanishing diagrams.
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FIGURE 9. Non-trivial diagrams

Now we can check all the relation for the above elements. COlnputation IS rather

elementary and we O1l1it the detail. 0

4. ORDER OF THE FIRST HOMOLOGY GROUP

We first recall the fourth author's diagonalizing Lenllna, by which we can restrict our

work to simple cases. For a fran1ed link L, let BL denote the linking matrix of L. A

framed link L is called an algebraically split link if B L is a diagonal Inatrix.

Lemma 3 (Diagonalizing Lelnma, [25, Corollary 2.5] and [24, LClnlna 2.2]) Let L be a

framed link. There is an algcbraically split link L' witJt a non-degcneratc linking mah'ix

such that L u L' is equivalent 10 an algeb1'aically split link by the J-(iTby moves.

Proof of Theorem 2 (1). To prove (1), we C0l11pute the integral for a framed link L

corresponding to the configuration of disjoint union of D(k). Let w( [() be the writhe of

a knot K and lk(K1, /(2) be the algebraic linking nunlber of knots [{I and K 2 • Here we

give a coordinate in jR3 by (z, t) E C x IR ~ jR3. 'A'e first aSSlune that L is a knot. In

this case, we need the coefficient of D(1), which is equals to 8. The coefficient of 8 in

Zj(L) is known to be a half of tbc writhe of L [17]. Next, we assurne that L is a two

cornponent link with components LI and L2. In this case, we need the coefficients of D(2)
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and D(1) U D(l), whieh are given by the following integrals: The eoeffieient of D(2) is

(2 ~=I)2 r L CI C;C2 c;dlog(z]-z;)i\dlog(Z2- Z;),
7r -1 Jt l <t2 L {t } I 1 ~ { }Zl E In :;;;t l ,Zl EJ..r2 n t:;;;t 1

Z2 EL, n{t:;;;t2},z~E~n{t:;;;t2}

where Ci' (resp. cD is 1 if the link L is oriented upward at the point (ti' Zi) (resp. (ti' zn),

and is equal to -1 if L is oriented downward at this point. This integral is equal to

~( ~1 L CIC;dIOg(ZI- Z;))( ~j L C2 C;dlog(Z2- Z;)).
2 7f 1 tl Zl EL1n{t:;;;t l} 27f 1 12 z2ELln{t:;;;t2}

z~ E!rJn{t:;;;t l } z~E~n{t:;;;t2}

As in [13], we know that

~ r L CI c; dlog(z - z') = Ik(L I, L2 ),
2 1r -1 Jt I L { } I 1 _ { }Zl EIn t:;;;t 1 ,zl EL.r;,iln t:;;;t 1

and so the eoeffieient is equal to

1 ( 22lk LI,L2 ) .

As in the ease of knot, thc eoeffieient of D(1) U 0(1) is cqual to

Now eonsider the ease ror e-eomponent link L with e0111pOnents L1, L2 , "', Lt . We

first compute the coeffieient of D(l) whose conlponents eorresponding to L 1 , •.• , Le are

eonneeted by ehords in that order. It is given by the following integral:

~Ij L ACkC~dlog(Zk-ZU.
(27r -1) tl.t2,··· ,tl Zl ,ELl n{t:;;;tl}'z~ ,E1fln{t:;;;t l } k:;;; I

Z2 ,E L2n{ t:;;;t2 } ,z~ EL 3 n{ t:;;; t2 }

zl,ELln{ t:;;;t l } ,z~,ELl n{ t:;;;t l}

Henee, the eoefficient is equal to

t

TI Ik(Lk , Lk+d·
k;::1

Next we eompute the eoeffieient of a disjoint union of scvera] D(k) 'so In this ease, the

result is a product of eoeffieients eorresponding to every D(k) given above.

We show that A1,o(L) is equal to the absolute value of dct BL . According to diagonaliz

ing Lelnma, we have ta prove only for.algebraieally split links. that L is an algebraically
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FIGURE 10. Add fnIl twist to L_.

split link since det BLuU = det BL det Bu . Let L = LI U L2 U ... U Li be an f-component

algebraicaIly split framed link. In this case, lk( Li, Lj ) = 0 if i f. j and so there is only

one chord diagram of degree 0 whose coefficient eloes not vanish. That is U;::::;I e and the

cocfficient is fr w(Ld.
i=I 2

Therefore,

since O"+(L) and O"_(L) are equal to the number of cOInponents of L with positive writhes

and negative writhes respcetively. This implies Theorcll1 2 (1) since Idet 13/J I is equal to the

order of the first hOlnology group of A1L if bl (l\lrJ = 0, anel is equal to 0 if 61(NIL) > O. D

5. SKEIN RELATION FOR AI,I

We make a skein relation for Al, 1(L) for an algebraicaIly spli t link Land then compare

it with Lescop's formula. Let L+ and L_ be two links which are identical except in a

sInall ball B where L+ n B is a positive crossing anel L_ n B is a negative crossing.

We first consider the ease that L+ anel L_ are knots. Let L_ be thc knot obtained

from L_ by adding a positive full twist as in figure 10. Note that the writhes of L+ anel

L_ are cqual. We separate A1,I (L+) and AI,I CL_) into thc q-tangles corresponding to the

erossing points in Band the added fuIl twist, and the contribution fro111 the other parts.

Let P± be the integral froll1 the crossing, T be that frOln the full twist, and Q be that

from the other part. Then, P+ 1 P_ are given in [17] and

The contri bution of T is given by thc connected sun1 of 0 +8 +8 2/2 + ... to the integral

of L_. Let plk
), T(k) and Q(k} denotc parts cOllsisting of terms with chorel eliagrams with
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r.fl S(2)
L-U s(1)

Q~l)

eIl S(2)
U s(1)

Q~l)

FIGURE 11. Chord diagralTIS in Q(t), whcre 8(i) denote the sring corre
sponding to ]((i).

k chords. Let A~,o and A~,l be coefficients of A~ with respect to 90 and 91 in Section 1,

i.e., A~(L) = A~,0(L)90 + A~,I(L). Then

A' (L ) - p(O) Q(2) + p(1) Q(I) + p(2) Q(O)
1,1 + - + + +,

A~,I(L_) =p~O) Q(2) + p~1) Q(I) + p~2) Q(O).

Therefore, by the above formltlas for P±, we have

A~,I(L+) - A~,I(i_)

= (P~O) _ p~O») Q(2) + ((p~l) _ p~I») Q(1) _ (P~O) Q(1»)#8 +
(( p~2) _ p~2») Q(O) _ (p~l) Q(0»)#8 _ (P~O) Q(0»)#82/2.

Since (p~l) Q(0»)#8 = -82 /2 and (P~O) Q(0))#82/2 = 8 2 /2, we have

A~,I(L+) - A~,I(L_)

= (plI) _ p~1)) Q(I) _ (P~O) Q(1»)#8

= ~-~ U Q(t) - (I I u Q(1»)#8.

We compute Q(1) exactly. Let }«(1), [((2) be the two components obtained from L±

by slnoothing in B. There are three kinds of chord diagrams in Q(1) given in Figure 11.

Let 0'1' 0:2 , 0'3 be the integrals for configurations corresponding to Qi1
), Q~l), Q~I). Then

0'1 = w(J{(1»)/2, 0'2 = lk(k(1), }((2»), and 0'3 = w(J«2»)/2. Hence

( /-"(1)) + (}-"(2»)
A;,l(L+)-A;,I(L_)=W \ 2 w \ 8 2+ lk(J«(1), [«2») G

_ w( [«(1») + 21k( /«(1), [«2») + w( }«2») 8
22

= - 31k([«(1), [«2») 8 2.

Here we use the relation G = -282 , So we get

(skein l')

I'

For a knot L, we have

AI,1 (L) = 2 sign(w( L)) (A;,l (L) - ~ sign(w( L)) A;,o(L)) ,
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where sign(x) 1 if x 2:: 0 anel sign(x) = -1 if x < O. Since w(L+~ = w(L_) and

A1,o(L) = Iw(L)1 for any knot L, we have

(skein I)

Now we consider a skein relation at a crossing point with strings of different components.

Let L+_ = L~~ U L~~ U L(3) U ... U L(t) be an f-component algebraically split link with a

positive crossing and a negative crossing of L~~ and L~~ in small balls BI, B2 respectively,

L__ = L~~ u L".:~ U L(3) U ... U L(t) be a link obtained fron1 L+_ by a crossing change in

BI, and L_+ = L~t U L".:t U L(3) U ... U L(t) be a link obtained [roIn L__ by a crossing

change in B2 • We COIl1pute the difference A~,l (L+_) - A~,I (L_+). Note that L_+ is a.n

algebraically split link since so is L+_.

We first compute A~,I(L+_) - A~,l(L__ ). Let /(1 bc the knot obtaincd from L~~ and

L~~ by smoothing in BI, and LI = [(1 U [(3) U ... U L(t). Let P+, P_, PI denote the

contribution to the integral from the q-tangles corresponding to parts of L+_, L__ , LI in

BI, and Q be that form other part. Note that Q is thc san1e one for L+- l L __ , LI' V/e

represents the chord diagralTIs in Q as in the figure 12. We know in [17] that

Let p~k), PI(k) and Q(k) dcnote parts consisting of ternlS with chord diagrams with k

chords. Then, as before , we have

The chord diagrams nontrivially contributing to Qe are listed in Figure 12. The in

tegral corresponding to amiddie chorcl of - -0- -0- - is given by thc linking number of the

two components containing the end points of the chol'd. 'vVe assumed that L+_ is an

algebraically split link, and hencc the integral corresponding to a chord diagram contain

ing apart - -0 -0 - vanishes. By using this, we list up all chord cl iagrams of Q(l) which

do not vanish in Figure 13. Let Qii,j) , "', Q33 be thc above diagrams. Let E~i,j), ... ,

E33 be diagrams obtained by inserting ~ - ~ to Q1, "', Q33, anel let FI(i,j) , "', F33 be

diagralTIs obtaincd by inserting X to Ql, "', Q33. Then Ek (01' Eii), Eki,j)) = ek (01'

e~i), e~i,j)) (Ut - I 8) U82 anel Fk (01' F~i) 1 F~i,j)) = Ik (01' fk i
), fli,j)) (Ut - I 8) U8 2 in Ait - I

)

for k = 1, 2, ... ,29. By using relations in Ai1) , they a.re given as follows. eii,j) = 3/16,

e(i,j) - -3/16 e(i) - 1/4 e(i) - -1/2 e(i) - 1/4 e(i) - -3/8 e(i) - 3/8 e(i) - -3/82 - '3 - ,,1 - ,5 - 1 6 - ,7 - 1 8 - 1

e~i) = 3/8, ei2 = 1/4, e~i{ = -1/2, eiil = 1/4, C13 = -1/2, e I " = 1, eIS = -1/2, c16 = 3/4,
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ordu = 0,

0üD, 0DD, 0GD, [DüD, [D{}O, [DDD,
[DüD, 0DD, 0DD, 0GD, 0DD, 0Df),
0DD, 0 GD, 0 GD, 0 GD, 0 GD, 0 e0,
0ß-D, 0GD, 0GD, 0GD, 000, 0eo,
000,000,

ordu = 1/2,

0üD 0DD, ,
ordu = 1,

0GD, 0GD, 000, 000.
FIGURE 12. Non-trivial diagraIlls

e17 = 0, eIS = -3/4, e 19 = -1/2, e20 = 1, e21 = -1/2, e22 = 0, e23 = 0, e24 = 0, e25 = 0,

e (i) - -3/8 e(i) - 3/8 e{i) - 3/8 e(i) - -3/8 r(i,j) - -1/2 f(i,j) - 1/4 f(i) - -1/2
26 - '27 - '28 -.. , 29 - , . 1 - . '2 - '3 - ,

J~i) = I, f~i) = -1/2, f~i) = 1, fJi) = -1/2, f~i) = 1, f~i) = -1/2, J;~) = -1/2, fi~) = 1,

/f;) = -1/2, f 13 = 1, 114 = -2, f 15 = 1, f l6 = -2, f n = 1, f 18 = 1, /19 = 1, 120 = -2,

f 21 = 1, 122 = 1, /23 = -2, 124 = 1, /25 = -2, fJ~ = 3/4, fJ~ = -3/4, fJ~ = -3/4,

/J~ = 3/4, Similarly, we have E~~ = 1/4 D~(-3) u (U3e), E31 = -1/2 D~l-2) u (U 2e),
E32 = 0, E33 = 0, FJ~) = -1 /2 D~l-3) U (U3 e), F31 = D~l~2) U (u2 e), F32 = D~l-2) U (U2 e),

F33 = D~(-2) U (u 2e). Let ak (01' a~i), a~i,j)) denote thc integral corresponding to Qk (01'

Q~i), Q~i,j)). Then we have

A~ I(L+_) - A~ I(L__ ) + ~ A; l(Lr) =
, t 2 t

l

- L (a~i,j) + a~i,j))/16 + L(a~i) + a~i) + a~i) + a~i))/8 - ('(16/4 + a 17 /2 - a 18 /4
3~i<j~( i=3

+ ('(22/2 - 0:23 + 0:24 /2 - 0:25 +w( L~~) A~, I (L') /4 +w( L~~) A~,l (L') /4,

where L' = L(3) U L(4) U ... U L(t). Here, the last two ternlS correspond to integrals for

F31 and F32 . We get A~,1 (L') by sUlnming up integrals of all thc possible configurations

for D1 . We know that

al"j) + a~"j) = lk(L~~, L(')) Ik(L~~, LU)) lk(L~~, I)')) Ik(L~~, LU)) fr w(~(k)).
k=3

k#i,j

It is a product of linking numbers and so it is equal to 0 because L+_ is an algebraically
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split link. By the same reasOI1, we have

a(i) + a(i) + a(i) + a(i) = lk(L(1) L(i)) Ik(L(2) L(i)) lk( I (1) l (2)) n! w( L(k)) = 0
6 7 S 9 +-, +- , .J+_, .l+_ 2 '

k=3
k#i

anel
lk(L~~, L~~)2 t w( I)k))

0'16 + alS = Tl ,; = O.
2 k=3 2

We also know that 0'17 = (n)=3 w(~(j))) w(L~~)w(L~~)/4. Moreover, (};22 - 20:23 =

5A~,I(L~~) (rr)=3 w(~(j))) anel 0'24 - 20'25 = 5A~,I(L~~) (n;=3 w(~(j))). Hence, we have

A~ I(L+_) - A~ I(L __ ) + ~ A~ I(Ld = A~,I(L') (w(L~~) +w(L~~))
, , 2' 4

+ (fr W(LU))) w(L~~)w(L~~) + lOA~,l(L~~) + lOA~,I(L~~).
j=3 2 4

Similarly, let L 2 be a link obtaineel from L_+ by sI1100thing at the crossing in the ball B2 .

Then we have

, ( ) A' (l ) 1 A' (L)- A~,l(L') (' (L(I)) ([(2)))A1,1 L_+ - 1,1 .l__ +:2 1,1 2 - 4 w -+ + w .J_+

+ (fr W(LU))) w(L~t)w(L~t) + 10A;,I(L~t) + lOA'l,I(L~t).
j=3 2 4

Since L~~ anel L~~ are of the salne knot type for i = 1 anel 2, we have

(skein 11')

By using the relation between A1,1 anel A;,I' we get

6. COINCIDENCE WITH THE CASSON-WALKER INVAIlIANT

We show the equivalence of A1,1 anel ~ by using the eliagonalizing Lemma, the Dehn

surgery formula for ~, anel the formulas (skein 1) anel (skein II) in the previous section.

Let A~ 0 anel A~ 1 be the degree 0 anel 1 part of A', respectively. For two links LI anel L 2 ,, ,

let LI U L 2 elenote the split union of these two links. rrhen we have

(6.1 )

Since ~ satisfies similar formula with respect to n, split union of franled links, we get the

formula in Theorem 2 (2) for LI if it is true for L2 anel LI U L2 • Hence, it is gooel enough
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to prove Theorem 2 (2) only for aJgebraicaJly split links according to the diagonalizing

LemIna.

For an f-component aigebraically split link L = LI U L2 U ... U Li, a Dehn surgery

fOfInula for thc Casson invariant is obtained in [10, 20, 21], which is givcn by

~(i\1L) = - tsign(w(L i )) (n IW(Lj)l) (lw(Li)l- 1) (lw(Ldl- 2) +
. 1 '-+.' 12
1= 3rt

L 2 (n sign(w( Ld)) (n lw( Ld I) alll+ 1(U Ld· (Dehn surgery formula)
!C{I,2, ... ,t} iE! i~l iE!

Here 1I1 denotes the nUInber of elements in I, and ak ( L) is the coefficient of tk of the

Conway polynomial \7Let) [4], which is defined by the following skein relation:

where L+, L_, Lo are links identical except within a ball at which they are a positive cross

ing, negative crossing anel their smoothing as usual. Note that there is a tninus at the right

hand side of the relation. Recall that ~(ML) = Irfl(ML)1 )"(kfL ) = n;=1 ]W(Li)] )..(ML ) if

ML is a homology sphere.

Prool 01 Theorem 2 (2). F'or an R-component algcbraically split link L with nOI1

degenerate linking matrix, we will prove that -3 (n1=1 Iw(Ldl) )..(iVIL ) = A1,1(L). The

computation of A1,1 is reduced to those for split links by the relations (skein 11). By using

(6.1), A1,1 for a split link is determined by A I ,1 and 1\1,0 for each component. Moreover,

A1,1 of a knot is reduced to A1,1 of trivial knots with frall1ings by (skein I). Therefore, to

prove Theorem 2 (2), it is enough to show the following threc things:

(1) For any trivial knot L with a framing, -3~(i\1K) = i\1,1(1{).

(2) For any knot L, -3 ~(ML) satisfies (skein 1).

(3) For any link L, -3~(ML) satisfies (skein II).

Wc first show (1). Since Zf(K) = 0 + (w(I{)/2) 8 + (w(K)2/8) 8 2+ (tenns with

more than two chords), and LI = 0 + (1/24) (82 - G)+ (terms with more than two

chords), we have A1,1(1() = sign(w(f()) (w(I()2 - 3Iw(f()1 + 2)/4. On the other hand,

)..(MK ) = -sign(w(l()) (w(I()2 - 3Iw(J()1 +2)/12 by the Dehn surgery formula. Hence

(1) is true.

Now we show (2). Let L+, L_, L_, K(1) anel [«(2) be knots as in the proof of (skein 11).

Since w(L+) = w(L_), (2) comes from the relation a2(L+) - a2(L_) = a2(L+) - a2(L_) =
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-a 1(K{1) U /«2») = Ik(/«(1), K(2») ((4.7) in [7] anel TheoreIll 2 in [8]).

lt remains to prove (3). We use the notations in (skcinlI). We also know that w( LP») =

w(L(l)) W(L(I») = W(L(I») and W(L(2») = W(L(2)) Then, we have
2, +- -+ +-. -+ .

~(ML+_) - ~(ML_+) =

2 JC{~"',I} sign(w(L~)) w(L~))) (~IW(L(j))I) C{3P,I}\J IW(L(i))I) x

(alJl+3( L~~ U L~~ U (UjEJ [(j»)) - Q,I J 1+3( [~~ U L~~ U (UjEJ L(i»))) ,

since the other terms of ~(ML+_) are identical to the corrcspoinding terms of ~(ML_+)'

Similarly, we have

~(MLl)-~(M~)= 2 L sign(w(Lp»))) (n 11O(L(1»)I) ( n 11O(L(i»)I) x
JC{3,4, ... ,e} jeJ iE{3"t, ... ,t}\J

(o.IJI+2 (LP) U (UjEJ L(1»)) - alJl+2 (L~l) U (UjEJL(i»))) ,

where LI = L~1) U L(3) U ... U L(t) and L 2 = L~I) U L(3) U ... U L(t). From the definition of

\7, we have

alJl+3(L~~ UL~~ U (UjEJ L(j))) -aIJ I+3(L~~ UL~~ U (UjEJ LU»)) = -aIJ I+2 (L~l) U (UjEJ LU»)),

alJl+3(L~~ UL~~ U(UjEJ L(i))) -aIJ I+3(L~~ UL~~ U (UjEJ L(1»)) = -alJl+2 (L~l)U(UjEJ LU»)).

Hence, we have (3), completing the proof. 0
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I,

FIGURE 13. Non-vanishing chord diagrams in Ql for an aJgebraically split link


